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Before Travel

DAY 1

Dreaming of the holidays.
Where is that place ?

Emotional Journey

Where do I want to go? the easiest way ?
blogs, Google, Online travel agency...
Keeping track of all the different products is
confusing.

I want to get the best price.
How much will my whole trip cost me?
Website experience is easy and friendly.
Frustrated to not sure my tickets will arrive in time.

DAY 2

how much time will I take ? Want to
get the direction of the lake in the garden. Can
I rent the bicycle?

Add some Interactions

How can I get to the right exit gate?
Where can I get the taxi?
Stressed that how can I go to the hotel.

Go to the front desk to check in .

Have the great time enjoy in the movie
and feel quite sleepy.

Want to find more information about the
restaurants: location, recommendation, and
price

Discover the City from the standpoints of
history, architecture and commercial
innovation.

I pack my things up and head out door for my
first step

DAY 3

I want to share the picture on the FB.

How much of the remittance?Where is the shop
recommended in the show?How can I get the
discount?

How much money I spent already?
So tried to write down all the travel experiences.

Problem: Complicated procedures

Add some Interactions

bags drop-off
Baggage allowance?Excess baggage charge?

Problem: Lack of guidelines
Problem: Too much information

HOME

Want to buy some souvenir for my friends and family.

Share where I had been.Write some travel
article in my blog.Excited to share my vacation
story with my friends.

Want to find out more information
about the museum.

Problem: Lack of guidelines

Problem: Lack of guidelines

Customer Actions
Watching TV Show
Reading the travel magazine
See some fantastic picture

External interactive line

Public Services
(Front-line Staff)

Searching Online

Impress the audience
Media : Magazines, Internet , Blogs,
Social networks, podcasts, pictures,
video and books.

Booking online

In-flight experience

Packing bags

Take tickets

A

Arrival at the destination

Take the Taxi

Hotel Checking in,
Baggage drop-off

B

Traval Trail Packages Booking System

Convenience Stores

Airplane

Give the direction
to the user

Taxi call system

Mobile check-in

Send the message to
remind the user.

Finding restaurant for
the dinner

Dining in the local food court

Give the direction
to the user.

Back to hotel, bags drop-off

The Botanical garden

Shopping mall

Back to hotel

Restaurant information can pop
up to the user.

Restaurant satisfaction evaluation

Travel record connect to
the user’s phone calendar.

Give the direction
to the user.

Information pop up

Store evaluation

Customer calls

Give the direction and
the works messages.

Traval Trail Packages

Registration System

Take tickets System

Airline

Trails Map

User’s location

Registration System

Save the “trail” which the
user had booked to the
user’s phone calendar.

Automatic
Guidance system

Souvenir shop

Provide the information base on
their need.(price, location....)

Collect the data

Record the user’s
traveling behavior.

Automatic
Guidance system.

Provide the information
base on user’s need.

Collect the data

Customer Service Order

Customer calls

Create the trails

Send the Bags

Send the Bags

Advertisements ,
Sharing travel experiences

Flying back home
Posting online reviews

E

Visibility line

Behind the Scenes
(IT ,Facilities staff)

Museum

Connect to the socail network

D

C

Crowd Tails

Trails Searching

City Walks

Check the schedule

Sensers of the works

Customer Service Order

Collect and separate the trails

Interactive internal line

Support
and Systems

Trails Database

Travel angency

Airlines

Restaurants

Transportation

Hotels

Trails Database

Database

Restaurant detabase

Shopping detabase

Airport Receives Loads and Fly to destination

Trails Database
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